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Abstract

Sulphuric acid is generally considered one of the most important substances taking
part in atmospheric particle formation. However, in typical atmospheric conditions in
the lower troposphere sulphuric acid and water alone are unable to form particles. It
has been suggested that strong bases may stabilize sulphuric acid clusters so that par-5

ticle formation may occur. More to the point, amines – strong organic bases – have be-
come the subject of interest as possible cause for such stabilisation. To probe whether
amines play a role in atmospheric nucleation, we need to be able to measure accu-
rately the gas-phase amine vapour concentration. Such measurements often include
charging the neutral molecules and molecular clusters in the sample. Since amines are10

bases, the charging process should introduce a positive charge. This can be achieved
for example using a positively charged reagent with a suitable proton affinity. In our
study, we have used quantum chemical methods combined with a cluster dynamics
code to study the use of acetone as a reagent in chemical ionization and compared the
results with measurements performed with a chemical ionization atmospheric pressure15

interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (CI-APi-TOF). The computational results in-
dicate that protonated acetone is an effective reagent in chemical ionization. However,
in the experiments the charger ions were not depleted at the predicted dimethylamine
concentrations, indicating that either the modelling scheme or the experimental results
– or both – contain unidentified sources of error.20

1 Introduction

The formation of molecular clusters from trace gases is an important process in the
atmosphere. It has been observed in practice everywhere where it has been looked for
(Zhang et al., 2012; Kulmala et al., 2013; Kyrö et al., 2013). While the initial steps of
atmospheric particle formation generally require sulphuric acid (SA, Sipilä et al., 2010),25

it cannot on its own, or even with water, form clusters that are stable enough in typical
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atmospheric conditions in the lower troposphere. This means that for particle forma-
tion and growth to happen, one or more other vapours are needed. Strong bases such
as amines could stabilize the sulphuric acid containing clusters enough to let growth
occur. The role of amines in the new particle formation has been the subject of recent
studies, and it has been suggested that they may indeed play an important role, at least5

in the lower atmosphere (Almeida et al., 2013; Petäjä et al., 2011). It has been shown
experimentally that even sub ppt concentrations of dimethylamine (DMA) enhance sig-
nificantly sulphuric acid cluster formation (Almeida et al., 2013). Amines, however, are
not usually as abundant in the atmosphere as for example ammonia. Thus, more mea-
surement data is needed to conclude to what extent atmospheric particle formation is10

amine assisted.
In order to interpret measurement data, thorough understanding of what is actually

taking place in a measurement is needed. Since electric fields can be used to ma-
nipulate the trajectories of ions, which makes charged particles easier to detect than
neutral ones, sample air is often charged. This process of charging imposes a whole15

new layer of problems and questions on a measurement, such as: how big a frac-
tion of the molecules and clusters within a sample will end up getting charged, will
the charging process charge only certain types of clusters, will the charging process
cause clusters to break up or evaporate molecules, and how will the charged clusters
behave after they have been charged but before they are detected? One widely used20

method of charging is chemical ionization (CI), used in, for example, Chemical Ion-
ization Mass Spectrometers (CIMS). Since amines are bases, the sample air needs
to be positively charged in amine measurements. In positive ion chemical ionization,
a reagent with a suitable proton affinity is first charged, and then used to selectively
charge the molecules with a higher proton affinity than the reagent. The advantages25

of this method are that the proton transfer reaction is not in itself violent enough to
break clusters apart (although the charged cluster may become unstable after receiv-
ing the charge) and that bases have high proton affinities. Thus, by choosing a reagent
with a high proton affinity (but lower than that of the base we wish to detect), we can
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avoid charging most of the compounds with a lower proton affinity. The disadvantages
are that if there are bases in the sample with an even higher proton affinity than the
molecule species we wish to detect, these molecules may end up receiving most of
the charge. CI is not the only measurement technique that takes advantage of different
proton affinities. For example, a similar approach to charging is used also in ion mobility5

spectrometry (IMS) with doped gases (Puton et al., 2008).
While comparing the proton affinities of two free molecules may give a qualitative

answer regarding the fate of the proton, if one of these two molecules is protonated
and the molecules collide, the proton affinity does not fully describe the proton trans-
fer reaction. When the two molecules collide, they will likely first form a cluster, after10

which the formed cluster will either evaporate into two monomers within some period
of time, or the cluster will stay intact. If the former happens, it is likely that the molecule
with a higher proton affinity (i.e. the stronger base) will retain the proton. If the latter
happens, assigning the proton to either molecule may not be straightforward. Due to
thermal vibrations, the proton may, for example, spend 10 % of the time closer to one15

of the molecules and 90 % of the time closer to the other molecule (Loukonen et al.,
2014). Furthermore, if the neutral base molecule is replaced by a cluster containing
that molecule, further complications arise. The proton affinity of a cluster can be very
challenging to determine and it may not give even a qualitatively correct description of
the result. This is why the proton affinity of the neutral base molecule, not the whole20

cluster, should be used as an indicator of the success of the charging. However, the
structure and composition of the cluster may still affect the proton transfer. For exam-
ple if the neutral molecule is hydrated, the proton transfer reaction may happen through
a water bridge instead of direct proton transfer from acid to base. On the other hand,
if the neutral molecule has clustered with acidic molecules, a proton transfer reaction25

may have already happened.
The use of acetone or ethanol as ionization reagents in CIMS measurements has

recently been studied by Yu and Lee (2012). Although in their CIMS measurements
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ethanol provided a better sensitivity and limit of detection than acetone, the higher
proton affinity of acetone makes it an interesting option due to its higher selectivity.

Our aim is to study computationally the use of protonated (H+) acetone (Ac) dimers
for charging (and subsequently detecting) DMA molecules and DMA–SA clusters. The
modelling results will also be compared with measurement data. Understanding the5

possible reaction pathways as well as comparing predictions with measurements will
give us important insight on amine measurements performed using an acetone based
Chemical Ionization Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-Of-Flight mass spectrometer
(CI-APi-TOF).

2 Methods10

Quantum chemical calculations of structures and frequencies were performed using
the quantum chemistry program suites Gaussian 09 (Frisch et al., 2009) and Turbo-
mole versions 6.3.1 and 6.5 (Ahlrichs et al., 1989). Geometries, standard enthalpies
(at 298.15 K and 1 atm), Gibbs free energies of formation and evaporation rates for
clusters are obtained as described in the paper by Ortega et al. (2012). The quantum15

chemical results were used as input in our cluster dynamics code ACDC (Kupiainen-
Määttä, 2013), which was employed to model the cluster distributions before, during
and after charging.

In addition to the quantum chemical data, the ACDC code requires several input
parameters specifying the conditions under study. The temperature was set to 298.15 K20

in all simulations. In the first set of simulations, the concentration of sulphuric acid
molecules was given three different values: 0, 106 and 108 cm−3. Sulphuric acid was
included due to its role in the atmosphere and the fact that it was present in the ambient
air used for dilution in the measurements. The concentration of neutral dimethylamine
molecules was also given three different values: 0.01, 100 and 3000 ppt. This first set25

of simulations was used to study the time-evolution of the cluster concentrations as
well as the effect of sulphuric acid concentration. In the second set of simulations, the
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SA concentration 107 cm−3 was also included and the DMA concentration was given
several values between 0.01 and 3000 ppt to allow comparison with experimental data.
In the ACDC simulations, the first step is to solve the steady-state distribution of neutral
clusters, resulting in a cluster distribution containing monomers as well as clusters with
one SA and one DMA. The given SA and DMA concentrations are a sum of the free5

monomers and the molecules found in the (SA)1(DMA)1 clusters. Next, the neutral
clusters are mixed with the charger ions. The time given for the charging was set to
0.2 s. This parameter was also tested for sensitivity by using also values 0.01, 0.1, 0.15,
0.25, 0.3 and 0.4 s. The concentration of charger ions was initially set to 106 cm−3. The
ratio between protonated acetone monomers and protonated acetone dimers was set10

to be the same as was observed in the measurements, resulting in 20 % of the total
amount being protonated acetone monomers. Also the amount of charger ions was
tested for sensitivity using values as high as 1012 cm−3. The concentration of neutral
acetone monomers was initially set to 0 cm−3, but values of 106 and 109 cm−3 were
also tested. Furthermore, the use of only protonated acetone monomers as well as15

only protonated acetone dimers was also tested.
In the ACDC code, the charging process is not modelled using the proton affinities

of the molecules and clusters, but by simulating the process explicitly: a collision with
an ion always leads to the formation of a cluster, the cluster will evaporate according to
the evaporation rates calculated from the Gibbs formation free energies of the cluster,20

and the way the molecules are arranged in the cluster does not affect the outcome of
the collision (it only affect the Gibbs free energies). Neutral-neutral collisions rates are
determined using classical gas kinetics and ion-neutral collision rates are calculated
using the parameterization by Su and Chesnavich (1982).

The maximum size of the clusters the ACDC is modelling varies with the charging25

state of the cluster. Neutral clusters that grow to (SA)2(DMA)1 or larger sizes by the
addition of SA or DMA are assumed to become stable clusters and grow irreversibly
out of the system, while for positively charged clusters the limit is the H+(SA)2(DMA)3
cluster that is known to be stable. Any cluster as big as this would, however, be unlikely
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to have time to form inside the instrument, as the timescale of SA collisions with clusters
even at [SA] = 108 cm−3 is on the order of 10 s or more. All clusters included in the
simulations are listed in Table 1. For clusters larger than these – with the exception of
the aforementioned clusters, which are assumed to irreversibly grow out of the system –
there is no quantum chemical data yet available, which means their stability is unknown.5

Thus, clusters that grow beyond these size limits are brought back into the system
by evaporating monomers. The evaporated molecules are determined based on how
many acids and bases the cluster contains and which of these acids and bases are
the weakest. In other words, if the cluster has more acid (base) molecules than base
(acid) molecules, an acid (base) molecule will evaporate with the weakest acid (base)10

molecule leaving first.
The measurements were performed in the Hyytiälä field station SMEAR II using

CI-APi-TOF (see Jokinen et al., 2012, and references therein) in order to test its perfor-
mance in measuring DMA using protonated acetone as an ionization reagent. The in-
strument was deployed in the positive ion mode. Acetone was introduced in the sheath15

air using a bubbler with a flow of clean pressurised air through it or using a HPLC
piston pump. DMA was obtained from a commercially available permeation tube with
a permeation rate of 12 ng (min m)−1 ±50 % at 40 ◦C and diluted with ambient air. The
DMA concentration was varied by varying the level of dilution from 10 to 50 lpm. Al-
though a separate collision dissociation chamber (CDC) was not in use, fragmentation20

occurs as the charged sample passes through the APi. Due to the complexity of the
CI-APi-TOF, it is not possible to say to which CDC collision energy the fragmentation
would correspond to. However, during all measurements the fragmentation level was
kept as small as possible through voltage tuning of the ion optics so that the voltage
differences in the APi are minimized.25
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3 Model results

Concentrating first on the ACDC modelling results, Fig. 1 shows the relative steady-
state concentrations of neutral DMA-containing species before the ionization for dif-
ferent concentrations of SA and DMA. Before chemical ionization, DMA is present
mostly as monomers regardless of the SA or DMA concentration. Clusters with one5

DMA and one SA molecule appear when the SA concentration is 106 or 108 cm−3. The
fraction of DMA bound to these clusters depends somewhat on the SA and DMA con-
centration, being less than 5 % for [DMA] = 100 ppt and ∼ 30 % for [DMA] = 0.01 ppt
when [SA] = 108 cm−3, and less than 1 % for [DMA] = 0.01 ppt when [SA] = 106 cm−3.
The simulations were performed at T = 298.15 K, where 1 ppt of DMA corresponds to10

∼ 2.5×107 cm−3 at a total pressure of 1 atm. The absence of larger neutral clusters in
this figure results from the boundary conditions mentioned in Sect. 2 and does not im-
ply they are not formed. However, in the paper by Almeida et al. (2013), the measured
neutral SA dimer concentration (with likely 1–2 DMA molecules) was roughly three to
five orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding DMA concentration. Thus, the15

exclusion of these and larger neutral clusters from the simulations should have a neg-
ligible effect on the results.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of concentrations when protonated acetone dimers
are introduced into the system. As stated earlier, the ionization time was set to 0.2 s,
which is an estimate for the time the sample stays inside the ionization chamber in an20

acetone-CI-APi-TOF. Each subplot represents a combination of an initial SA concen-
tration and an initial DMA concentration, with DMA concentration increasing from top
to bottom and SA concentration increasing from left to right. The concentration of the
charger ions have not been plotted in these figures.

Looking at the subplots in Fig. 2, we see two cluster types stand out. When25

[DMA] = 0.01 ppt, the main characteristic is a nearly linear increase in the concentra-
tion of H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters. Furthermore, the end concentration depends on the SA
concentration, nearly doubling for [SA] = 108 cm−3. This is because the (SA)1(DMA)1
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cluster has a higher dipole moment than the uncharged DMA monomer, which leads
to a higher collision frequency with the charger ions. Thus, if the relative concentration
of (SA)1(DMA)1 clusters is significant, the overall charging efficiency is affected. When
[DMA] = 100 ppt, we also see an increase of clusters with two dimethylamine molecules
and a proton. These H+(DMA)2 clusters are produced when a DMA molecule collides5

with a H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 cluster, causing the acetone molecule to evaporate and result-
ing in a H+(DMA)2 cluster. While increase of the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 cluster concentra-
tion slows down towards the 0.2 s mark, the concentration of the H+(DMA)2 clusters
seems to exhibit a slightly accelerating growth. The sum of these two curves exhibits
a nearly linear growth for all three cases. This indicates that – at least for the 0.2 s time10

period – the depletion of charger ions in the charging process does not significantly
affect the rate at which H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 is formed at this DMA concentration. When
[DMA] = 3000 ppt, we see a quick initial increase of H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters followed
by a decrease, finally resulting in a complete depletion of these clusters. The concen-
tration of the H+(DMA)2 cluster initially increases slightly slower, but continues to grow15

until practically all the protons in the system have ended up in these clusters. For this
DMA concentration, the charger ions are depleted already before 0.1 s of the ioniza-
tion time has passed, as the sum of the concentrations plotted in the figure ceases to
increase after reaching 106, which is the number of charger ions initially present (see
bottom row of Fig. 2). The appearance of very small amounts of other cluster types not20

mentioned above can also be seen for all DMA concentrations.
The mechanism for the growth of the H+(DMA)2 concentration is rather simple: the

higher the DMA concentration, the more collisions involving DMA there are. As the
concentration of the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters grows, so does the rate of collisions be-
tween a DMA molecule and a H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 cluster. These collisions will result in a25

H+(DMA)2 cluster, plus an uncharged acetone molecule. Thus, given enough time and
DMA monomers, all of the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters will be transformed into H+(DMA)2
clusters. If the DMA concentration is high enough, this will happen very quickly, as can
be seen for the case of [DMA] = 3000 ppt.
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The concentrations of charged clusters after ionization are indicated by the end
points of the different concentration curves in Fig. 2. This information is collected and
presented in Fig. 3–5.

Figure 3 shows the relative concentration of different types of charged clusters
after the chemical ionization. As can be seen, H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 is clearly the most5

abundant charged cluster type for [DMA] = 0.01 ppt and [DMA] = 100 ppt. The frac-
tion of H+(DMA)1 clusters does not depend on the SA concentration and is ∼ 5 % for
[DMA] = 0.01 ppt, ∼ 4 % for [DMA] = 100 ppt and less than 1 % for [DMA] = 3000 ppt.
These clusters are formed when an acetone evaporates from an H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clus-
ter. It should be noted that the ambient conditions in Hyytiälä would correspond roughly10

to [DMA] = 0.01 ppt (or more) and [SA] = 106 cm−3. Thus, based on the ACDC results,
a measurement performed on the ambient air should show mostly H+(Ac)1(DMA)1
clusters with possibly small amounts of H+(DMA)1. At [DMA] = 100 ppt about a third
of the clusters are of the type H+(DMA)2. When we have [DMA] = 100 ppt and [SA] =
108 cm−3, we also see small amounts of H+ (SA)1 (DMA)2 clusters, which are formed15

in collisions between H+(DMA)2 clusters and SA monomers or in collisions between
(SA)1(DMA)1 and H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters (since the ACDC assumes that the acetone
molecule evaporates immediately). Also small amounts of H+(SA)1(DMA)3 clusters are
seen at [DMA] = 100 ppt and [SA] = 108 cm−3. These clusters are formed in collisions
between (SA)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)2 clusters. For [DMA] = 3000 ppt, the most abun-20

dant charged cluster type is H+(DMA)2, and only a negligible amount of other cluster
types can be seen. The only exception is the H+(SA)1(DMA)3 cluster, which form about
10 % of the cluster population when [SA] = 108 cm−3. These clusters are formed in col-
lisions between H+(DMA)2 and (SA)1(DMA)1.

The same data classified by the amount of DMA molecules in the clusters is shown25

in Fig. 4. As could already be deduced from Fig. 3, clusters containing one DMA dom-
inate when [DMA] = 0.01 ppt and [DMA] = 100 ppt, with about a third of the clusters
having 2 DMA molecules when [DMA] = 100 ppt and about 2 % of clusters having 3
DMA molecules when [DMA] = 100 ppt and [SA] = 108 cm−3. For [DMA] = 3000 ppt,
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clusters having 2 DMA molecules dominate, with about 10 % of clusters having 3 DMA
molecules, when [SA] = 108 cm−3.

Figure 5 shows the number concentration of charged clusters as a function of the
DMA concentration. Here [SA] was given values 0, 106, 107 and 108 cm−3, while [DMA]
was given several values between 0.01 and 3000 ppt. The colours correspond to clus-5

ter types and the different types of lines correspond to different concentrations of SA.
The H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 cluster is the most abundant type up to about [DMA] = 200 ppt.
After this point, the H+(DMA)2 cluster is the most abundant. For DMA concentrations
of up to [DMA] = 100 ppt, the H+(DMA)1 cluster is more abundant than the H+(DMA)2
cluster, and for larger concentrations the situation is reversed. At high DMA concen-10

trations the H+(SA)1(DMA)2 and H+(SA)1(DMA)3 clusters are the only cluster types
the sulphuric acid concentration has a significant effect on. While the concentrations of
these clusters are not generally very high, for [SA] = 108 cm−3 and [DMA] > 1000 ppt
the H+(SA)1(DMA)3 cluster has the second highest concentration. At low DMA concen-
trations the SA concentration has an effect on the charging efficiency, as was stated15

previously. The Gibbs free energies of formation and evaporation rates (order of mag-
nitude accuracy) for the clusters shown in Fig. 5 are listed in Table 2.

In addition to the cluster energies used in the simulations, higher level benchmark
calculations were performed for the DMA and acetone molecules and their protonated
counterparts using the W1BD model chemistry method (Martin and de Oliveira, 1999;20

Barnes et al., 2009). The results for the Gibbs free energy and enthalpy of the proton
transfer reaction H+(Ac)1+(DMA)1 → (Ac)1+H+(DMA)1 are shown in Table 3. The table
shows that a proton transfer reaction is predicted to be favourable regardless of the
method and the two methods give even quantitatively very similar results. Thus, our
choice of quantum chemical method is not likely to introduce large errors in describing25

the proton transfer reaction. Rather than the reaction energetics, the other parameters
used by the ACDC model (for example the sticking factors) are likely to be the major
sources of errors in the modelling.
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Based on the ACDC results, it seems clear that protonated acetone dimers can in
principle be used to charge DMA molecules. A clear majority of the charged DMA
containing clusters are of the type H+(Ac)1(DMA)1, but at high DMA concentrations
most of these are expected to be converted into protonated DMA dimers. Before the
ionization the simulated sample air also contained clusters of the type (SA)1(DMA)1 at5

high sulphuric acid. These clusters are mainly lost due to collisions with sulphuric acid
monomers or neutral clusters with at least one sulphuric acid, in which case they grow
out of the model system and are not considered further. Collisions with the charger
ions result in H+(SA)1(Ac)2(DMA)1 clusters, which will quickly evaporate an acetone
and a sulphuric acid (either one can evaporate first), resulting in a H+(Ac)1(DMA)110

cluster. Collisions with H+(Ac)1, H+(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)2 are also possible and lead
to H+(SA)1(Ac)1(DMA)1, H+(SA)1(DMA)2 and H+(SA)1(DMA)3 clusters, respectively.
The first of these three cluster types will quickly evaporate the sulphuric acid, resulting
in H+(Ac)1(DMA)1, while the two other clusters are relatively stable. The simulations
demonstrate that the presence of large amounts of sulphuric acid significantly affects15

the concentration of H+-DMA-Ac clusters only at low DMA concentrations. At higher
DMA concentrations only the concentrations of clusters containing sulphuric acid are
affected by the SA concentration. As the simulation does not consider, for example,
wall losses, hydration or explicit molecule dynamics, the result should be considered
qualitative.20

The results are robust with respect to the various simplifications made in the simu-
lations: for example, wall losses will affect only the quantitative results to some extent,
but not the overall picture, and hydration is unlikely to prevent the proton transfer -
instead, water molecules could in fact act as proton bridges. However, as Fig. 2 al-
ready implies, the time given for the charging can have an effect on the end result.25

Between the values 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0,25 and 0.3 s, there are some quantitative changes
but qualitative results stay the same: the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters are the most abun-
dant when [DMA] = 0.01 ppt and [DMA] = 100 ppt, while the H+(DMA)2 clusters are
the most abundant when [DMA] = 3000 ppt. If the charging time is set to 0.01 s, the
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charger ions do not have enough time to collide with molecules in the sample air. This
leads to a situation, where the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters are the most abundant also
for [DMA] = 3000 ppt. Setting the charging time to 0.4 s we see a qualitative change
only at [DMA] = 100 ppt, as the DMA molecules have enough time to collide with the
H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 clusters to produce H+(DMA)2 clusters, making them the most abun-5

dant cluster type. The implication that acetone can be used to charge DMA containing
clusters is unaffected regardless of the charging time. However, these comparisons
serve as a healthy reminder of how quick the reactions relevant to charging are, and
that changes of even fractions of a second in the allowed reaction times may be enough
to change the measurement results noticeably. Increasing the amount of charger ions10

when DMA concentration is 0.01, 100 and 3000 ppt increases the absolute concen-
trations of all cluster types at the end of the ionization, as could be expected. Up to
a charger ion concentration of 109 cm−3, the relative concentrations of charged cluster
species stay roughly the same. For the case of [DMA] = 0.01 ppt changes are small
even beyond a charger ion concentration of 109 cm−3. For the other two DMA concen-15

trations changes are more notable, although qualitative changes can only be seen for
[DMA] = 3000 ppt for which the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 cluster type becomes the most abun-
dant at charger ion concentrations of 1011 and 1012 cm−3.

The effect of using only protonated acetone dimers or protonated acetone monomers
as charger ions was also tested for charger ion concentration of 106 cm−3 with20

[DMA] = 0.01 ppt, [DMA] = 100 ppt, [DMA] = 3000 ppt, [SA] = 0, [SA] = 106 cm−3 and
[SA] = 108 cm−3. While small quantitative changes could be seen in the absolute con-
centrations after ionization, the only qualitative change was seen in the concentration of
the H+(Ac)2(DMA)1 cluster type, as could be expected. The drop in absolute concentra-
tion after ionization, when changing from protonated acetone dimers to protonated ace-25

tone monomers, ranged roughly from ten orders of magnitude (for [DMA] = 0.01 ppt)
to two orders of magnitude (for [DMA] = 3000 ppt). Since this cluster type accounts
for only a small portion of the total ion concentration excluding the charger ions, the
relative concentrations of the charged cluster types were in practice identical for both
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charger ion types. When using only protonated acetone monomers as charger ions, the
total ion concentrations were higher by ∼ 10–20 and ∼ 5–10 % for [DMA] = 0.01 ppt and
[DMA] = 100 ppt, respectively. For [DMA] = 3000 ppt the difference in total ion concen-
trations were negligible compared to the total ion concentrations obtained using only
protonated acetone dimers as charger ions. The increase in total ion concentration for5

[DMA] = 0.01 ppt is due to the higher collision rate of the protonated acetone monomer.
The increase becomes smaller for [DMA] = 100 ppt, since ∼ 50 % of the charger ions
are depleted during ionization. For [DMA] = 3000 ppt in practice all of the charger ions
are depleted regardless of which charger ion is used. Thus, the qualitative results are
unaffected by which charger ion, or a combination of charger ion types is used in the10

simulations.

4 Comparison to experiments

The average signal in ion counts per second (cps) of the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and
H+(DMA)1 clusters measured by the CI-APi-TOF and normalized with the measured
average signal in cps (after charging) of charger ions are presented in Fig. 6. The sig-15

nal peaks were clean and there are no other compounds with the same mass. These
are both preferable qualities when using an ionization reagent. The error in the direction
of the x axis is calculated using known sources for error (permeation rate and dilution)
and propagation of uncertainty. On top of that there may be additional error sources,
including any wall effects (adsorption/desorption), which are unknown but potentially20

large. The error in the direction of the y axis is unknown. This is because the error in
cps is very hard to estimate (there is no way of knowing if the detector does not count
an ion that hits it) and also because the averaging hides the fluctuations in the signal,
which could contain information of possible errors. However, any error in the average
signal is assumed to be negligible compared to the magnitude of the averaged signal25

itself.
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The figure shows that the signal for H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 is higher than the signal for
H+(DMA)1 regardless of the DMA concentration. In addition, the signal strength does
not seem to grow linearly with growing DMA concentration, especially for the case
of H+(Ac)1(DMA)1. Instead, the increase seems to slow down, which is unexpected,
as this might imply that some of the DMA is lost before it is charged. The change in5

the increase rate of the signal strength occurs between [DMA] = 500 ppt and [DMA] =
1000 ppt. The H+(DMA)2 cluster, which was the most abundant type in the modelling
results after [DMA] = 200 ppt, was not observed in the measurements.

The data points are shown together with the normalized ACDC results in Fig. 7. In
this figure – as well as in Fig. 8 and 9 – the data points also have error bars in the10

direction of the y axis. This is because the normalized ACDC values are based on
exact modelled concentrations given as molecules per cubic centimetre, whereas the
normalized measurement results are based on averaged cps. These are directly com-
parable only when the ion transmission coefficient is the same for all measured signals,
in other words both measured clusters as well as both charger ions. This is likely not15

the case, as the ion transmission coefficient usually depends on the mass of the ion.
Unfortunately, the transmission of the CI-APi-TOF is unkown for this measurement at
the moment. Thus, we have used a conservative estimate of −50 %/+100 % for the
error. However, depending on the transmission it could be as large as −80 %/+400 %.
The error bars in the direction of the x axis are the same as in Fig. 6 and reflect the fact20

that the DMA concentration in the measurement is an estimate based on the reported
permeation rate of the DMA source and dilution. However, as was implied above, it is
not well known how much of this DMA actually reaches the detector. Due to the er-
ror bars and related uncertainties, only the qualitative trends of the measurement data
should be considered.25

Looking at Fig. 7, we see that the difference in the simulated concentrations of
H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)1 clusters is larger than in the experimental concen-
trations of the same clusters. In addition, the DMA dependence of the experimental
signal below [DMA] = 1000 ppt seems to be slightly stronger than that of the modelled
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concentrations. Above [DMA] = 1000 ppt, the last data point of the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 con-
centration and the data points of the H+(DMA)1 concentration do not follow the qualita-
tive behaviour of the modelled concentrations. The upward “tail” in the modelled data
is the result of the charger ions being depleted as the system becomes saturated with
DMA. Similar behaviour can be observed in any measurement where the chemical5

species used for normalization is depleted, as could be expected. The “tail” should
thus in principle be observed experimentally also for DMA at some concentration.

One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the simulated “tail” is shifted
to too low DMA concentrations. The reason for this could be that the formation rate
of charged DMA clusters is lower than that predicted by the collision rates obtained10

with the used parameterization for ion-neutral collisions. Thus, possible steric effects
were probed by tuning the sticking factor in the simulations. Lowering the sticking fac-
tor between DMA monomers and anything else results in lower concentrations for all
cluster types as well as a shift in the “tail”. A sticking factor of 0.4 is enough to shift
the tail so that it does not show for the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)1 clusters at the15

experimentally studied DMA concentrations as can be seen in Fig. 8. Using this value
gives similar behaviour for the modelled and the experimental concentrations, although
the experimental H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 concentrations remain an order of magnitude smaller
than the modelled concentrations. On the other hand, the H+(DMA)2 cluster still has
the “tail” in the simulations and becomes the most abundant cluster type at a DMA con-20

centration of 500 ppt. As it is not seen in the CI-APi-TOF spectrum, it most likely either
does not form or is broken in the APi. Thus the corresponding tail should be seen in
one or both of the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)1 clusters.

In order to shift the location of the “tail” so that it does not show at the studied DMA
concentrations for any cluster type, the sticking factor between DMA monomers and25

everything else would have to be roughly 0.2 or less. By further lowering the sticking
factor, it is possible to lower the modelled concentrations so that the experimental data
points for H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)1 concentrations are between the curves of the
modelled H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)1 concentrations. Since the H+(DMA)1 cluster
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is mainly formed from the H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 by evaporation of an acetone monomer, it is
not possible to get the modelled concentrations of these clusters closer to each other
just by tuning the sticking factor. While it is possible to further improve the agreement
between the modelled and experimental concentrations by assigning different sticking
factors for different collisions, there are no known physical grounds for choosing a spe-5

cific value for any collision. Thus, tuning the sticking factors should only be considered
an ad hoc solution, which, however, implies that steric effects may explain some of the
mismatch between modelled and experimental concentrations.

The position of the “tail” of the acetone containing clusters is also affected by
the neutral acetone monomer concentration. For the other cluster types the effect of10

neutral acetone is negligible. As can be seen from Fig. 9, setting the concentration
of the neutral acetone monomers to 109 cm−3 instead of 0 cm−3 caused a notable
change in the “tail” of H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(Ac)2(DMA)1 concentrations, which made
the agreement between the simulated curves and the measurement points worse.
This is somewhat unexpected, since while there are likely very few neutral acetone15

monomers among the charger ions, the ambient air in Hyytiälä used for dilution con-
tained 1010–1012 cm−3 of neutral acetone monomers. However, the measured concen-
trations agree best with modelled cases, where the neutral acetone monomer con-
centration is 107 cm−3 or less. Tuning the sticking factor of acetone monomers did not
resolve the issue. Thus, the absence of neutral acetone monomers from the simulation20

results is not a realistic candidate for the discrepancy.
As the DMA concentrations in the experimental runs are estimations, another possi-

ble explanation for the discrepancy may be that the measurement points are positioned
too far to the right in Fig. 7. In other words, the experimental DMA concentration might
be overestimated. However, the unexpected nonlinearity of the signal strength at low25

DMA concentrations in the measurements is not resolved by a mere shift in the DMA
concentrations, unless the error in the approximated DMA concentrations is depen-
dent on the DMA concentration. Then again, the limited number of data points may
also be the source of this discrepancy. In any case the charger ions do not seem to
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be depleted in the measurement as they are in the simulations. A further discrepancy
is that, according to the ACDC results, at the studied DMA concentrations significant
amounts of H+(DMA)2 should also be seen by the CI-APi-TOF. Also H+(SA)1(DMA)3
clusters should be observed at high sulphuric acid concentrations. While the sulphuric
acid concentrations in the ambient air used for dilution in the measurements were al-5

ways less than 107 cm−3, the absence of H+(DMA)2 clusters is somewhat unexpected
and gives reason to assume they are fragmented within the CI-APi-TOF. Other possible
explanations are contamination or an isotope of the reagent ion with a similar mass,
which would make detection harder. However, if these clusters do fragment, the result
will most likely be a neutral DMA molecule and a H+(DMA)1 cluster, which may ac-10

count for the fact that in the ACDC results the difference between the concentrations
of H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 and H+(DMA)1 is nearly two orders of magnitude, but in the mea-
surements the difference is only about one order of magnitude. More importantly, if the
H+(DMA)2 clusters fragment into a neutral DMA molecule and a H+(DMA)1 cluster, it
would mean that a significant amount of the DMA present in the sample will not be15

observed in the measurement. Since there should be considerably more H+(DMA)2 to
begin with than H+(DMA)1, a rough estimate is that the observed DMA concentration
in the measurements is underestimating the true DMA concentration by an amount
that corresponds to the observed concentration of H+(DMA)1. Looking at Fig. 6, this
could translate into an error of ∼ 20 %. However, before drawing such conclusions, the20

reason for the absence of the “tail” in the measured data needs to be explained.

5 Conclusions

Based on computational results, acetone is a viable option for use as a reagent in
CI-APi-TOF measurements on atmospheric dimethylamine. However, there are no-
table discrepancies with the experimental and computational results. If chemical ion-25

ization happened at the collision limit as assumed by the simulations, the charger
ions should get depleted at high DMA concentrations, but this is not observed in the
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measurements. Although the quantum chemical results concerning the thermodynam-
ics of proton transfer are very likely robust, errors in the other simulation parameters
can not be ruled out as a cause for the mismatch. In fact, the sticking factors (initially
assumed to equal 1.0 for all collisions) likely play some role in the discrepancy. In-
cluding realistic concentrations of neutral acetone monomers in the simulations made5

the agreement with experimental results worse. Furthermore, the computational results
suggest that at high DMA concentrations, the ionization process should produce high
amounts of the cluster type H+(DMA)2. The fact that these have not been observed in
the measurements could imply that, due to fragmentation within the CI-APi-TOF, ob-
served DMA concentrations may underestimate the true DMA concentrations by 20 %10

or more. However, before the finding that the charger ions are not depleted is better
understood, such estimations remain speculative. Also the role of neutral acetone in
the measurements requires further investigation. Further study is still required before
the acetone CI-APi-TOF can be considered a viable option in practice.
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Table 1. Cluster size limits for clusters. If the clusters grow to larger sizes, they will be brought
within the system boundaries by evaporating monomers.

Charging state Composition Number of molecules
SA Ac DMA H+

Neutral
Pure SA 1 0 0 0
Clusters with DMA 0–1 0 1 0
Clusters with Ac 0–1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0

Positive
With DMA 0–1 0 1 1

0–1 0 2 1
0–1 0 3 1

With Ac 0 1 0 1
0–1 2 0 1

0 3 0 1
With Ac and DMA 0–1 1 1 1

0–1 2 1 1
0 1 2 1
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Table 2. The Gibbs free energies of formation for the cluster types listed in Fig. 5. For these
energies, H+(DMA)1 is considered a monomer, which is why it does not have a formation free
energy. This also means that the Delta G for e.g. H+(DMA)2 is calculated from the Gibbs free
energies of H+(DMA)1 and (DMA)1. The table also shows the order of magnitude of evaporation
rates for the possible evaporation reactions for each cluster.

Cluster Delta G [kcal mol−1] (at 298.15 K Calculated evaporation
and 1 atm reference pressure) rate [s−1]

H+(Ac)1(DMA)1 −15.11 ∼ 10−21 [H+(Ac)1 + (DMA)1]
∼ 1 [H+(DMA)1 + (Ac)1]

H+(DMA)1 – –
H+(DMA)2 −16.89 ∼ 10−2 [H+(DMA)1 + (DMA)1]
H+(SA)1(DMA)2 −44.58 ∼ 10−14 [H+ (SA)1(DMA)1 + (DMA)1]

∼ 10−10 [H+(DMA)1 + (SA)1(DMA)1]
∼ 10−10 [H+(DMA)2 + (SA)1]

H+(SA)1(DMA)3 −61.04 ∼ 10−15 [H+(DMA)3 + (SA)1]
∼ 10−10 [H+(DMA)2 + (SA)1(DMA)1]
∼ 10−2 [H+(SA)1(DMA)2 + (DMA)1]

H+(Ac)2(DMA)1 −25.51 ∼ 10−32 [H+(Ac)1 + (Ac)1(DMA)1]
∼ 10−11 [H+(Ac)2 + (DMA)1]
∼ 10+3 [H+(Ac)1(DMA)1+ (Ac)1]
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Table 3. The Gibbs free energy and enthalpy of the proton transfer reaction
H+(Ac)1 + (DMA)1 → (Ac)1 +H+(DMA)1.

Gibbs free energy Enthalpy
[kcal mol−1] [kcal mol−1]

B3LYP/CBSB7//RI-CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ −28.13 −28.11
W1BD −27.50 −27.86
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Figure 1. Relative concentrations before chemical ionization.
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Figure 2. Modelled concentrations during chemical ionization. The columns are ordered from
left to right by increasing sulphuric acid concentration and the rows are ordered from top to
bottom by increasing dimethylamine concentration. The temperature is 298.15 K in all subplots.
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Figure 3. Relative concentrations of charged clusters after ionization grouped by cluster type.
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Figure 4. Relative concentrations after ionization grouped by the amount of DMA molecules in
the cluster.
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Figure 5. Modelled number concentrations of charged clusters after chemical ionization. The
sticking factor was 1 for all collisions, the initial neutral acetone monomer concentration was
0 cm−3 and the initial charger ion concentration was 106 cm−3.
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Figure 6. Measurement data from CI-APi-TOF. Green stars are for H+(DMA)1 and blue stars
are for H+(Ac)1(DMA)1. The error bars in the direction of the x axis are calculated using known
sources of error and propagation of uncertainty. The error in the direction of the y axis is
assumed to be negligible.
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Figure 7. Modelled concentrations of charged clusters after chemical ionization, normalized
with the remaining charger ion concentration after the ionization, ([H+(Ac)1]+ [H+(Ac)2]). The
sticking factor was 1 for all collisions, the neutral acetone monomer concentration was 0 cm−3

and the initial charger ion concentration was 106 cm−3. The stars represent the CI-APi-TOF
measurement data. Green stars are for H+(DMA)1 and blue stars are for H+(Ac)1(DMA)1. The
error bars in the direction of the x axis are calculated using known sources of error and prop-
agation of uncertainty. The error bars in the direction of the y axis represent the uncertainty in
ion transmission coefficients.
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Figure 8. Modelled concentrations of charged clusters after chemical ionization, normalized
with the remaining charger ion concentration after the ionization, ([H+(Ac)1]+ [H+(Ac)2]). The
sticking factor was 0.4 for collisions between DMA monomers and everything else, and 1 for all
other collisions, the neutral acetone monomer concentration was 0 cm−3 and the initial charger
ion concentration was 106 cm−3. The stars represent the CI-APi-TOF measurement data. Green
stars are for H+(DMA)1 and blue stars are for H+(Ac)1(DMA)1. The error bars in the direction
of the x axis are calculated using known sources of error and propagation of uncertainty. The
error bars in the direction of the y axis represent the uncertainty in ion transmission coefficients.
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Figure 9. Modelled concentrations of charged clusters after chemical ionization, normalized
with the remaining charger ion concentration after the ionization, ([H+(Ac)1]+ [H+(Ac)2]). The
sticking factor was 1 for all collisions, the neutral acetone monomer concentration was 109 cm−3

and the initial charger ion concentration was 106 cm−3. The stars represent the CI-APi-TOF
measurement data. Green stars are for H+(DMA)1 and blue stars are for H+(Ac)1(DMA)1. The
error bars in the direction of the x axis are calculated using known sources of error and prop-
agation of uncertainty. The error bars in the direction of the y axis represent the uncertainty in
ion transmission coefficients.
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